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The evening sunlight is fading earlier each day and soon 

the smells of fall will be in the air. The morning 

temperatures are crisp, warming midday and cooling off 

again as moms and dads pick up their children.  It’s that 
time of year when you don’t know whether to wear short 

or long sleeves, shorts or long pants.  Our suggestion is to 

bring both to school.  Dress your child in layers, and stock 
your children’s cubbies too.  That seems to work very 

well, as most children find bulky jackets cumbersome.  

Label Everything!! 

 
Weather and Jackets:  You may notice that the 

children are not always required to wear a jacket, and we 

would like to explain why.  During the cold months we 
observe the children outside and check their hands.  If 

their hands are cold, we require them to have a jacket.  

Children often resist, saying that their jacket is too hot or 

bothers them.  Instead of arguing with the children we tell 
them that they can either wear their jacket or carry it, but 

they must have it if their hands are cold.  The children will 



choose to put it on most of the time because it is difficult 

to climb the monkey bars or swing while holding onto a 
jacket.  Remember, the children are extremely active 

outside, breaking a sweat even when it is cold.  Also, we all 

have different body temperatures, which is why we check 

their hands to see whether the individual child needs a 
jacket. As you may know, viruses cause colds, not 

necessarily temperatures.  It is inside with the heater on 

when germs are spread most. An updated Covid Health 
Policy will be out with thie newsletter. 

 

 

Halloween!  Friday, October 30th will be costume day. 
Each child may wear a costume that allows him/her to still 

participate in everyday Kid Time activities, and and we 

suggest you leave their best costume at home and send 
them to school in an old one, as many children will 

choose to wear them all day and they may get dirty.  

 

On Actual Halloween, Saturday October 31, we will be 
hosting a Socially Distanced Halloween here at school.  

You’ll be invited to come with just the group they attend 

with for minimal cross contamination.  More details to 
come!  Please note that we are offering this as an 



alternative to Trick or Treating, and hope many of you will 

attend in lieu of more broad outings.  Thank you! 
 

Parking Lot Safety 

Please remember that there are two spaces per lane in 

the front driveway.  If you pull in and leave your car on the 
curve behind four cars, the driveway becomes backed up 

into the street and people start backing out of the 

driveway which we also ask you not to do.  If you can’t 
park straight in one of the two lanes, please instead park 

in the back.  Please also fill in grandparents, nannies of 

this policy so that everyone can keep the traffic flowing 

smoothly. 
 

Leah’s turn…At the end of each newsletter, we like to 

add in a “Parenting Pointers” section.  For this month, 
we’d like to address the always important issue of 

respect. 

 

You may remember the late comedian, Rodney 
Dangerfield, whose catch phrase was “ I get no respect, I 

tell ya…no respect!”  Many of us feel when we talk to our 

children that they are not giving us proper respect; either 
by not listening to us, by not minding us, not using good 



manners, etc.  I have a couple of thoughts on this that I 

think are worth sharing. 
 

The first is that respect is earned, not a given.  We have all 

had jobs where we have not respected our boss, and 

others where we have.  The difference in those bosses 
was probably in the way they treated us.  They listened to 

us, made us feel heard when we had a problem, and let us 

know what was expected so that we could live up to a 
realistic job expectation. This is no different with young 

children.  They spend their days asking, sometimes 

begging us for boundaries and guidelines so that they 

know that they will be cared for and secure.  They want to 
know that we care enough about them to teach them and 

to sometimes say no if necessary.  Children need clear 

limits and choices, and need those to be followed 
through upon in order to feel safe.  

 

The second is that sometimes respect must be asked for.  

I have often heard that people “demand” respect…this is 
appropriate for adults, but should be addressed 

differently with children. We as adults should ask our 

children to use appropriate language, to ask us for things 
in a nice way, etc.  I have seen a growing trend since I have 

been working at Kid Time in these past twenty two years 



of children yelling and demanding things from their 

parents.  If the staff allowed the children to do this all day 
at school, you can bet that we would have mutiny!  Our 

lives today are so full of immediate gratification; it takes 

too long to call someone, so we e-mail.  E-mail is too slow, 

so we text message.  Our children are picking up on these 
changes, and are less equipped to deal with waiting or 

even hearing the word “no”.  They know that you can go 

online to get it, order it to be shipped tomorrow, and all it 
takes is a credit card!  You can stream any show and 

watch it anytime.  With all of these modern conveniences 

comes a new responsibility for adults to teach children 

that their wants will not always be immediately met. 
 

Lastly, showing your children what respectful behavior 

looks like through modeling it yourself is the best way to 
teach them.  You all know that Kid Time’s philosophy 

allows children to be children; we do not want them to be 

robots.  While this is true, in today’s society children are 

exposed to so many influences, many of which are not as 
positive as their parents or teachers try to be.  Television, 

commercials, movies, friends and neighbors, etc. are all 

shaping your child and the way they relate with the world.   
 



You as parents (and we as teachers) are the greatest 

influence on your children, even more so than their 
peers, and I hope you feel empowered to use that 

influence to the best of your ability.  Ask yourself, what is 

more important; that your child “fit in” to the mold of 

others, or that he/she is their own person who is able to 
relate well with others? 

 

Please also take into account that after several months at 
home, the chilldren are entering their second month 

back in school.  We are likely to see (and have seen) a lot 

of testing of boundaries.  If you are seeing this at home, 

let us know.  We can work together for consistent 
boundaries which is what they need most during such a 

confusing time.  Whether your child is 1 or 21, their 

schooling and consistence have been affected this year.  
This doesn’t mean we step back and coddle, it means we 

set clear and firm limits and follow through so they know 

what to expect. 

 
If you have questions or would like clarification, please 

feel free to ask anytime. 

Thank you for reading…have a great month!   


